
ENGLISH

Year 7/8 English - Miss Mumbi’s Group
Topic: Graphic Novel: Amulet and Narrative Writing

Key word Definition Visual

Amulet An object someone wears to
give them good luck.

Genre A type of story e.g. comedy,
romance, fantasy.

Fantasy A type of story where amazing
and impossible things happen.
It usually has a hero, a quest,
monsters and magic.

Series A group of books, TV shows or
films that have the same main
characters or deal with the
same subject.

Quest A journey the hero or heroine
has to go on to search for
something.

Cliffhanger An exciting and unfinished
ending that leaves you wanting
to know what happens next.



Year 7/8 English - Ms Fusella and Mr Laux's Groups
Topic: Poetry from Different Cultures

Key word Definition Visual

Poetry a piece of writing that has short lines.

Stanza A group of lines in a poem.

Culture The traditions and beliefs shared by a
group of people.

Rhyme The end part of the words sound the
same.

Rhythm The pattern of sound.

Imagery Words that make a picture in your
head.

Repetition Saying or writing the same words or
phrases again.



Rule of Three Saying or writing the same words or
ideas three times.

Metaphor A phrase that compares one thing to
something else.

Simile A phrase that compares one thing to
something else, using the words “like”
or “as”

Alliteration A group of words that start with the
same sound.



MATHS

Year 7/8 Mr Laux, Mr. Butt and Ms Rehman
Topic 1: Decimal and Percentages

key word definition visual

Decimal digits after the decimal point
that are less than one

Percentage out of 100

Tenth decimal place value, comes
after the decimal point

Hundredth decimal place value, comes
after tenths

Thousandth decimal place value, comes
after hundredths

Placeholder a 0 you can use when there
is an empty space in the
place value table



Convert to change

Year 7/8 (Mr Laux only) and Mr Butt and (Ms. Rehman only)
Topic 2: Statistics

key word definition visual

Data a collection of facts that can
be shown in charts, graphs
and diagrams

Pictogram A graph drawn using
pictures for amounts.

Tally Using lines to count objects.

Bar chart a way to show data where
rectangular bars show the
amount by how tall they are

Line graph a graph with points
connected by lines to show
how something changes.

Axis/Axes The lines at the side (y axis)
and bottom (x axis) of a bar
chart or line graph.

Pie Chart uses pie slices to show
amounts of data



Discrete Data data that is counted

Continuous Data data that is measured

Mean a central value of a set of
numbers



SCIENCE

Year 7 Mr Laux
Topic: Atoms, Elements and Compounds

Key word Definition Visual

Atoms The smallest thing.
Everything in the
universe is made of
atoms

Elements Something which is
made from only one
type of atom

Compound Something which is
made from 2 or more
elements

Periodic Table A table that shows all
the elements



ART & DESIGN

Topic: Day of the dead (this will run over term 5 and 6 )

Key word Definition Visual

Mask
A covering for the face
that is worn as a
disguise

Day of the dead festival
The Day of the Dead
is a Mexican holiday
celebrating lost loved
ones.

Symmetry
Same on both sides

Decorate
Make something look
nicer by adding
something else

paper mache
using glue and
newspaper to make
something

Headdress
A fancy thing you wear
on your head

Research
Study to find
something out



Pattern
Shapes and colours
put together

Culture
The way that people
live

Annotation
Adding notes

Mexico
A country in Southern
America

Celebration
A planned party

Images
A picture of something

Presentation
To talk about your
work in front of the
class



COMMUNICATION

Topic: Telling stories

Key word Definition Visual

Experience Something which has
happened to you

Set the scene Describe a place or
situation where your story
will happen

Order Organising things from
first to last

Relevant Linked to what is
happening or being talked
about

Conclusion The last part of something



DRAMA

Topic: Year 7 The Tempest

keyword definition visual

Shakespeare A man who lived in
London over 400 years
ago and wrote lots of
famous plays.

Abandon to leave completely

Tempest a violent storm with
rain, hail, or snow

Tragedy A very very sad event

Comedy Films, TV shows and
plays that are funny.

Duke Like a King

Enchanted Something magical



FOOD TECH

Topic:Recipes

Key word Definition Visual

Recipe A list of the ingredients
you need and
instructions on how to
make a dish

Serving size The amount of food
suitable for or served
to one person

Time How long it will take or
how long you will need
to make the recipe.

Ingredients This is a list of all the
items you will need to
make the recipe.

Instructions The instructions tell
you the steps you need
to take to make the
recipe.



HUMANITIES

Topic: The Romans

key word definition visual

Invasion Takeover

Inhabitants People who live in an
area

Empire A group of countries
ruled by a single
monarch

Legion A group of 3,000
soldiers

Conquer Take land from
someone



Found Build a new city

PE

Topic: Swimming

key word definition visual

health How well your body is.

fitness Being physically strong
and healthy.

exercise Physical activity you do
to make your body
strong and healthy.

swimming Moving your body
through the water.

freestyle A type of swimming
exercise where you
take turns to move
each arm in a circle
above your head.



breaststroke A way of swimming,
your arms move in
circles in front of your
body while your knees
move up and back
towards your body.

Front crawl A swimming stroke that
is usually the fastest.

Submerge To put or sink below
the surface of water

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/swim
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/front
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/body
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/knee
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/knee


PSHE

Topic: Relationships -Different Types of Relationships

Key word Definition Visual

Relationship The way in which two
or more people feel
and behave towards
each other.

Professional
relationship

A work or formal
relationship between
two people.

Acquaintance A person that you have
met but do not know
well.

Romantic relationship A close romantic
friendship between two
people, often a sexual
one.

Responsibility Something that it is
your job or duty to deal
with.

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/people
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/feel
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/behave
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/person
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/met
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/know
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/close
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/romantic
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/friendship
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/people
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/sexual
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/your
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/job
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/duty
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/deal


RS

Topic: Famous Followers of Religion

key word definition visual

Faith Trusting something.

Inspired When someone is filled
with the need to do or
feel something.

Motivate To make someone
excited to do
something.

Terrorist Someone or a group
that wants to create a
lot of fear by attacking
people.

Protest Showing that you
disagree with
something.



SPANISH

School subjects

El inglés English

El español Spanish

Las matemáticas Maths

Las ciencias Science

La educación física PE

La religión RS

La geografía Geography

La historia History



El teatro Drama

La informática Computing

El arte Art

La música Music

La cocina Cooking


